CommunityDNS

DNSSEC

The longtime leader in providing unprecedented levels of security and capacity.
From day one CommunityDNS has always
ensured resilience through incorporating
exceedingly-high levels of security and
efficiency into its platform design. Being
early implementers of DNSSEC, IPv6 and
IDNs has allowed CommunityDNS to provide
advice and guidance to its customers,
providing operational experience for such
important Internet initiatives.

Bringing skill and operational DNSSEC
experience to the DNS community. Because
of the malicious community’s work in cache
poisoning, the development and rollout of
DNSSEC (DNS SECurity) is necessary.
CommunityDNS was early students and
early adopters, bringing skill and operational
experience in DNSSEC to the DNS community.

IPv6
Understanding the importance of a dynamic
Internet, CommunityDNS is fully IPv6
compliant.
Native IPv6 and IPv4 anycast provisioning
with years of experience.

IDNs
Understanding the need to extend the
Internet’s reach to a broader audience,
CommunityDNS realized the importance of
IDNs prior to IDN specification ratification.
IDN methodology incorporated throughout
CommunityDNS’ network in 2003.
>LSSHOLHKPUVWLYH[PVUHSL_WLYPLUJLPU
providing IDN resolution services for
second level as well as top level TLDs.

New gTLD?
Are you looking for a new gTLD?
Your DNS requirement and ICANN
compliance needs are handled and
L_JLLKLK(YL`V\YLHK`&>LHYL

*VTWSL[LDNSSEC signing as a service.
*VTWYLOLUZP]LaVULZPNUPUN[VVSJVTWH[ible with CommunityDNS, BIND and NSD
platforms.
3LHK+5::,*[LZ[ILKZ^P[O;3+ZPU
2004, 2005 and 2007.
5:,*JVTWSPHUJL^P[OWSH[MVYT»ZPUP[PHS
design; becoming NSEC3 and NSEC3
with OptOut compliant in 2008.
,_WLYPLUJLKPUZPNUPUNaVULZMVYKVTHPU
names and TLDs/ccTLDs.
*\YYLU[S`Z\WWVY[PUNPUL_JLZZVM
zones.
6\YWLYMVYTHUJLLHZPS`L_JLLKZ)05+HUK
NSD in handling small to very large
unsigned and signed zones.
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Security. Speed. Resilience.

Your DNS needs:
Is security of DNS important to you?
0Zcapacity in the DNS important to you?
0ZYLZPSPLUJLVM[OL+5:PTWVY[HU[[V`V\&
0ZKPZHZ[LYTP[PNH[PVUYLJV]LY`VMPTWVYtance to you?
>V\SK`V\SPRLH+5:WYV]PKLYVWLYH[PVUally experienced in IPv6, IDNs and
DNSSEC?
(YL`V\PU[LYLZ[LKPUH+5:WYV]PKLY^OV
is experienced in leading the way in
operational capacity?
If you answered “Yes” to any of the above
questions, CommunityDNS is the network
for you and here is why:

CommunityDNS is the leading
global anycast DNS network
Engineered for Security,
Optimized for Speed and
Designed for Resilience.

http://CommunityDNS.net

Security

Capacity

Resilience

Anchored in Security

Longtime Leaders

Designed for Resilience

A network engineered around security is
one of the three foundational keys towards
resilience.
.YLH[LYlevels of security over BIND and
NSD.
°6:KH[HHUKUL[^VYRPUKP]PK\HSS`
encrypted throughout.
(SSZ[VYLKKH[HPZLUJY`W[LK
0TWVZZPISLMVYV\[IV\UKaVUL[YHUZMLY
<ULX\HSSLKSL]LSZVMZLJ\YP[`HPK`V\Y
KPZHZ[LYTP[PNH[PVUYLJV]LY`WSHUZ
/HYKLULKVWLYH[PUNZ`Z[LTHUKJ\Z[VT
I\PS[ZLJ\YLHWWSPJH[PVUZVM[^HYL

“Speed” is the unspoken word in DNS
capacity. The initial design of
*VTT\UP[`+5:»UVKLZ^HZVW[PTPaLKMVY
speed; providing the second foundational
LSLTLU[[V*VTT\UP[`+5:»Z\JJLZZ
,HJOUVKLJVTMVY[HIS`OHUKSLZV]LY
X\LYPLZWLYZLJVUK
-HZ[LY[OHU6YHJSL»ZMHZ[LZ[)LYRLSL`
KH[HIHZL[OLKH[HIHZLVULHJOUVKL
VWLYH[LZV]LY[PTLZMHZ[LYVUYLHKZ
HUKJSVZL[V[PTLZMHZ[LYVU^YP[LZH[
[YHUZHJ[PVUZWLYZLJVUK
6UHUH]LYHNLKH`[OLUL[^VYRZ\WWVY[Z
V]LY.IWLYZLJVUK[YHMMPJPUIV\UKHUK
.IWLYZLJVUKVM[YHMMPJV\[IV\UK
,HZPS`L_JLLKZ)05+HUK5:+PUOHUKSPUN\UZPNULKHUKZPNULKaVULZMYVT
ZTHSS[V]LY`SHYNL
;LZ[LK\W[V\WKH[LZWLYKH`
*HUOHUKSLI\YZ[ZVM\W[V
updates per second
;LZ[LK[VZ\WWVY[KVTHPU
UHTLZ

Economies, enterprises and users
depend on the internet. Resilience of the
+5:PZPTWVY[HU[;OL[OPYKMV\UKH[PVUHS
LSLTLU[[V^HYKZ*VTT\UP[`+5:»Z\JJLZZ
is creating a network designed for resilience.
6]LYHU`JHZ[UVKLZKPZ[YPI\[LK
NSVIHSS`
*VTWYPZLKVMZP_HU`JHZ[JSV\KZ
7SH[MVYTLMMPJPLUJ`HUKZWLLKOHUKSLZ
[YHMMPJ]VS\TLZ^OLYLV[OLYWSH[MVYTZ
have failed
 \W[PTLZPUJL 
*VTT\UP[`+5:OHZOHUKSLK TVYL
X\LYPLZK\YPUNTHQVYH[[HJRZHZ
J\Z[VTLY»ZV[OLY+5:WYV]PKLYZHYL
\UHISL[VOHUKSL[OLSVHK[O\ZYLZVS]LYZ
H\[VTH[PJHSS`Z^P[JOPUNTVYL[YHMMPJ[V
*VTT\UP[`+5:
Clustering incorporated in initial design
Designed to scale to thousands of nodes
with little overhead

August, 2010, CommunityDNS’ Hong Kong node experienced 2
hour traffic spike. This node comfortably handled over 863,000
queries per second.

CommunityDNS brings resilience through six anycast networks
with over 40 nodes spanning 5 continents.

For Your Disaster
Mitigation Initiatives
*VTT\UP[`+5:\UKLYZ[HUKZ[OLPTWVYtance and value of a well-crafted and tested
KPZHZ[LYTP[PNH[PVUYLJV]LY`WSHU*VTT\UP[`+5:»JHWHIPSP[PLZJHUHZZPZ[^P[O`V\Y
VYNHUPaH[PVU»ZKPZHZ[LYTP[PNH[PVUYLJV]LY`
plans.
No operator overrides allowed for
THQVYS`MSH^LKaVULZ·WYL]LU[PUN
V\[HNLZ^OL[OLYI`HJJPKLU[KPZNY\U[SLK
LTWSV`LLVYOHJRLY
/PKKLUTHZ[LYZ^P[OMHPSV]LYJHWHIPSP[`
ZWHUUPUNT\S[PWSLJVU[PULU[Z
3P]LHUKV]LYUPNO[IHJR\WZTPYYVYLK
HJYVZZT\S[PWSLJVU[PULU[Z
-YLZOYLSVHKVMM\SSaVULOHUKSLKH[
TPSSPVUUHTLZWLYTPU\[L

